Charles Lloyd Quartette to be presented by WTBS

Charles Lloyd, one of the driving young voices in jazz today and recognized throughout Europe for his excellence on flute and tenor sax, is just receiving notice for his excellence on flute and tenor sax, is just receiving notice for his excellence on flute and tenor sax, is just receiving notice for his excellence on flute and tenor sax, is just receiving notice for his excellence on flute and tenor sax.

Chomsky, Griffith talk at teach-in
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the worst Communist regime. Since the start of the Cold War, we have come more and more to live up to Communist expectations of us.

"Protect" through destruction

Professor Zinn's adjective for the Vietnamese war was "one of the most vicious analyses of a situation since McKissick," said Prof. Zinn. "McKissick waited for the word of God to enter the Philippines. Now we are waiting for the word of God to get out. This can be particularly worrisome with the present talk about God being dead."

At this point Mary Alice Waters, a representative of the Young Socialist Alliance talked on the actions of America in the context of world politics. Essentially her point appeared to be that America, by way of her economic control of even the greatest European powers, has managed to control the war relatively un-molested. On the other hand, she insisted, only Australia has been "internationally" contributing to the war. She equated anti-colonialism with anti-capitalism, and told of the progress of the world socialist revolution even to Cuba. The policy in Vietnam, she said, was nothing but cautious, pre-determined capitulation.

Government dishonesty

Professor Kampf spoke next about the dishonesty of the United States government. He began his causal talk with some musings about "bourgeois academic intellectual" and ended it with the thought that perhaps teach-ins themselves are a sign of the thought that they actually accomplish anything.

She spoke of the accepted need for "strategic law and the militancy of the American way," that they value independence. She said that they value independence on Washington. "They are, while Marxian, clearly anti-Communist." We, she insisted, are imposing our dependence on Washington. "You are," she said, implying their dependence on Washington and Moscow.

Second, she said that unification is a recognized impossibility in the short run. But north-south and rear relations are highly desired, especially since many families are split geographically.

Fourth, she said, quite simply, "the bombing is not working at all." In fact, she concluded, it merely solved their severe domestic problems by uniting the people.